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Clarissa Leahy/Stone/Getty Images Shelters are important because they keep people safe. Shelters give people a sense of well-being and strengthen their will to live. Having shelter is also a basic human necessity, in addition to food and water. Without shelter, people are exhausted and often lose their
will to live because of prolonged exposure to the elements. Having a shelter therefore generally improves a person's quality of life. When considered a home, a shelter is also the place where family members interact and children are raised properly. Because shelters provide a sense of security, residents
can better focus on other aspects of their lives. Shelters also offer privacy and encourage independence from the community. Human beings need shelter to protect themselves from natural threats, such as extreme weather and dangerous creatures, and even to ensure safety against other human beings.
Humans also use shelter to store goods and goods necessary for daily survival and healthy participation in daily society, such as food, clothing and tools, according to HistoryWorld. According to the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, traces of homes and shelters appeared 790,000 years
ago. The first humans gathered around the fireplace, in a shelter, to cook, eat and socialize. These first shelters were either at the mouth of the caves or consisted of a ring of makeshift stone walls, with tent-shaped roofs using available local equipment, such as hides. As the first humans passed from
hunters and gatherers to farmers, their shelters became more complex and permanent, if necessary for storage, and longer periods of residence. The invention of mud brick and the need for farmers to settle in a region led to the rise of the first human cities, such as Jericho. As human society continued to
evolve in these early cities, the purpose and use of shelters also changed. While humans continued to use the shelter for primary safety and protection purposes, it also began to serve other functions, signaling the owner's position in society and allowing aesthetic expression. By Kate Moody A wide
variety of TrueType and OpenType fonts are already installed in Windows operating systems, but you can try different fonts to give your text a unique character. A wide variety of additional fonts can be downloaded for free from Microsoft and other websites. To be able to the very large font files you
download, you must first extract them. Download the font you want to install on your computer and save the downloaded compressed or zipped file (.zip) to your hard drive. Saving the file in a temporary folder or your office is a good place. Click right on the zipped file and choose Extract on Vista and
Windows 7 operating systems. Open the zipped file on old operating systems by clicking on it twice. This will open your extraction assistant or a dezing program that can decompress your file. If you don't already have a de-zipage program download and install an extraction program such as WinZip.
Choose a location to save your decompressed file and make sure your file name matches the police name. Click OK to unzing the file. Once you've extracted or decompressed your file, close the WinZip utility if it hasn't already closed on its own. Click right on your extracted font file and click Install on
Vista and Windows 7. On older operating systems, choose Start, Control Panel, Settings and Polices. Select Install new fonts in the drop-down menu. In the window that opens, browse your hard drive to locate your uncompressed font file and select it. Click OK to install your new font. TechRadar is
supported by its audience. When you buy through links on our site, we can earn an affiliate fee. Learn more The best free tools, apps and games. TechRadar newsletter Sign up for the latest news, reviews, opinion, analysis and more, as well as the hottest technology offerings! Please sign up for
TechRadar. You will receive a verification email shortly. There was a problem. Please refresh the page and try again. No spam, let's promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never share your details without your permission. Looking for an elegant font to take your design project up a notch?
Perhaps you need to convince a customer of a concept at the pitch level; maybe the final execution needs a touch of typographical magic to communicate your message more effectivelyWhatever step of the creative process you're at, if you're looking for an elegant font - and Helvetica just isn't cutting it -
look no further. We already have the 100 best free fonts for designers, here are now the 10 most stylish fonts to download right now... 01. PlutoPluto is an incredibly elegant font Type designer Hannes von Duhren created Pluto, a friendly and informal family consisting of 32 elegant fonts. Perfect for
display settings, Pluto also works well in small sizes thanks to its high x height. Pluto is also suitable for complex typographical use. OpenType fonts have an extensive character to support the languages of Central and Eastern Europe as well as the languages of Western Europe. You can download Pluto
- and its right companion Pluto Sans - from HVD fonts for £25.99/police. Add confidence to your creations with compact and sporty tungsten, tungsten is a flat-faced serif that oozes with confidence, without being insistent. The modular letters a nod to sign the painting, making tungsten particularly popular
with poster designers. The normal version is relatively condensed, while three additional weights take the font in an even more compact territory. The family is available on the Hoefler website. CallunaCalluna is a contemporary font that is full of famous class a byproduct of the design process leading to
the release of Museo, Jos Buivenga's elegant serif text font Calluna is a robust, clean and contemporary face that works just as well at large and small point sizes. Packed with personally - - Buivenga's concept of slab-serifs with a direction - Calluna is as elegant as they come. Eight Styles of Calluna are
available on Font Spring starting at $21.95, or one font for free.04 IdlerStarting starting at $9.99, Idler is a modular display font that comes in six weights - Idler Detail and Plain Idler are the main ones. Designed by Lamesville, aka Mark Butchko, Idler has presented throughout Computer Arts Presents
series in six parts of design manuals - get yours here.05. AkkuratAkkurat is becoming an iconic Grotesque font without-serif typeface Akkurat was designed by Swiss designer Laurenz Brunner and published in 2004 through the Lineto type foundry. Available in three weights - lightweight, regular and bold -
each with matching italics, Akkurat works particularly well in editorial design when you need an elegant and classic feel, and is increasingly used online.06. LabyrinthusAdd Impact with Labyrinthus Are you looking for an elegant font for a logo or identity work? Labyrinthus is a decorative font that is perfect
for vectors and 3D compositions - so it is also perfect for posters. Created No. 2011 by Italian designer Antonio Cerri, it's available on HypeForType for 17 pounds - or you can get both regular fonts and online for 23.07 euros. Greyton ScriptGreyton Script is a chic choice If you're after the script rental, try
the Bold South African designer Gerhard Schwekendiek, Ribbon-like Face, Greyton Script.At 23lbs, it's a stylish choice for eye-catching titles, and available from hypeForType.08. KondolarKondolar is one of the most elegant fonts out there bangkok designer Ekaluck Peanpanawate created Kondolar, an
elegant take on the increasingly popular kind of slab serif text and display fonts. A versatile font, Kondolar works just as effectively as a text and printed display font or as a web font. It will push you back to £16.99/font.09. GothamStylish editorial design? Gotham is your Gotham font is a family working
geometric fonts san-serif. Designed by American type designer Tobias Frere-Jones in 2000, it was originally commissioned by GQ magazine and balances a fairly high x height with wide openings. Gotham has four widths, eight weights, and separate designs for displaying the screen. You can choose
from a range of shopping options available on the Hoefler and Co.10 website. Julia Martinez Diana, a graphic designer based in EnyoBuenos Aires, created Enyo, a decorative display font with an informal and handwritten atmosphere. Free for personal use, it's an incredibly stlyish font. If you want to for
commercial purposes, you can pick up fonts for 13 pounds from HypeForType, or all six for 71.Liked euros that? Try these... These... These...
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